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BETWEEN
The Sending Organization
Zespół Szkół Ogólnokształcących i Zawodowych im. ks.prof. Józefa Tischnera
w Limanowej sp. z o.o.

The Intermediary Organisation
Euromind Projects SL

AND
The Host Organization
Multiplicalia

Training Programme Dates:
04-03-2019 - 15-03-2019

EUROMIND AS PROJECT PARTNER
1. Profile Description
euroMind is an international training consultancy and VET provider with headquarters in Seville and
Úbeda in Andalusia (Spain).
euroMind as a training provider delivers vocational education trainings, general and job-related
language courses, VET training-related workshops and study visits, workshops on culture, lifestyle
and customs of EU countries as well as classes on skilful and effective job search in the EU.
It promotes and delivers trainings for teaching staff and secures work placements and exchange
activities for VET students and graduates enabling at the same time young people and professionals
to make the most out of opportunities of competencies & skills development offered by European
educational programmes.
euroMind in partnership with Andalusian vocational colleges and companies delivers school based
vocational trainings for students of different educational fields, such as: CNC, automation, electricity,
renewable energy sources, plumbing, industrial and graphic design, 3D design, ICT, electronics,
administration.
euroMind as a VET provider works in partnership with a wide array of private companies in almost
all the sectors, such as tourism, business administration, medicine, fashion, hairdressing, health &
beauty, physiotherapy, marketing, media, advertising, public relations, tourism, IT, social work,
logistics, nursing, construction, geodesy, analytics etc.

2. euroMind experience and expertise
The euroMind possesses extensive experience and expertise in the field of European mobility
projects preparation and management which allows it to assist Spanish vocational colleges and
governmental institutions with the preparation of project applications, finding trustworthy and
competent host partners in Europe for their project participants, teaching and HR staff.
Over last 3 year euroMind has participated as a receiving – host partner in over 60 mobility projects
with the participation of a total of 1800 persons: students from technical and vocational schools,
university students, graduates, unemployed and teaching and HR staff. These projects involved
partners from Poland, Great Britain, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Germany, Portugal, Turkey, Croatia,
Italy, Greece, Bulgaria, Lithuania, Latvia, etc. The full list of projects including numbers and titles is
available on the euroMind website: www.euromind.es in the Gallery.
euroMind is also responsible for the participants’ linguistic, socio-cultural and practical preparation
and also, if necessary, for the project administration and management issues.
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euroMind has been participating as a sending and host organization in more than 100 projects
including Leonardo Partnership, Erasmus Placement and Leonardo Mobility – PLM, VETpro and IVT
and Erasmus + projects.
euroMind monitors that all the required documentation is prepared and submitted on time at every
stage of the project lifecycle and makes sure that all the partners carry out their responsibilities.
euroMind participates in seminars organised by ECVET team regarding the use of system
of transfer of competences and skills in the vocational training. euroMind experts have
extensive knowledge in the field, hence they are able to train their partners on how to
make use of this system in their projects.
euroMind has an impressive network of partner companies from different economic sectors. More
than 400 entities both private and public cooperate with euroMind in Ubeda, Seville and Cracow. This
extensive activity is a perfect guarantee that all the students received by euroMind will be
successfully placed.
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PROJECT PARTICIPANTS’ LIST
Participants’ Name

Placement Sector

Angelika Dudek

Economics

Oliwia Majchrzak

Economics

Małgorzata Bień

Economics

Klaudia Zelek

Economics

Dominik Wojcieszak

Marketing and Advertising Course

Natalia Kapturkiewicz

Marketing and Advertising Course

Weronika Filipek

Marketing and Advertising Course

Paulina Cedzidło

Marketing and Advertising Course

Laura Leśniak

Marketing and Advertising Course

Marek Leśniak

Marketing and Advertising Course

Klaudia Stosur

Marketing and Advertising Course

Gabriela Zamora

Marketing and Advertising Course

Łucja Szkarłat

Marketing and Advertising Course

Marcelina Kaczmarczyk

Economics

Kamila Reinfus

Marketing and Advertising Course

Kamil Majka

Marketing and Advertising Course
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TRAINING PROGRAMME
Host Organization: Multiplicalia
Tutor’s name: Alvaro Alvarez Talegon
1. Description of the host organization
Multiplicalia is a company led by the Álvarez brothers, Álvaro and Pascual, specialized in Web design
and Google Web positioning. Despite being a very young company, Multiplicalia has established
professional links with large Spanish companies, such as: the Real Estate Agency “Bekinsa”, the
largest department store in Europe “El Corte Inglés”, fashion brands as “Sfera” and “Marypa”, canned
food producer “Grupo Calvo” or supermarket chain “DIA”, among many others. The commitment to
business values such as transparency, agility, closeness, friendliness, honesty or quality, is one of the
reasons why so many prestigious companies have chosen to work with Multiplicalia.
The company owes its success to a young, dynamic team and an innovative work scheme that
distinguishes it from competitors. Their services are usually carried out in hour packages, monthly
or closed packages, which guarantee an efficient work in projects related to: WEB and online store
design (1), management of web sites (2), SEO positioning in search engines (3) or even APP
development (4). Multiplicalia offers the possibility of implementing personalized digital projects
following a simple process of four stages. All creative procedure begins with the analysis of clients
needs that will be reflected in a project IDEA. This will give way to a stage where the functionalities
and phases of the project are PLANNED before it takes the form of a website or store DESIGN, that
the client will validate before being launched towards SUCCESS under the careful management of
Multiplicalia team. Each of the web designs are made using the world’s number one software:
Wordpress, but also using the Prestashop or Magento when online store is being designed.
Gaining visibility and selling on Internet is not easy task, therefore, Multiplicalia team wants to
accompany each client in this process and transmit their experience to position their online store in
top search results and meet their business objectives. The main goal of the company is not only to
design online stores, but to multiply the sales of their clients. Consequently, after completing the
development of an online store, Multiplicalia offers its clients the possibility of assuming its
maintenance seeking to attract traffic to the store, analyzing the user experience and customizing the
store according to Google demands and standards, everything so that every visitors become loyal
customers of the stores they manage. Monthly, clients receive a full report detailing the activity of
their online stores (user experience, most sold products, most successful discounts, etc.), so that they
can

keep

track

of

the

impact

of

their

project.

In the Mobile Applications field, Multiplicia has programmers and IT experts who can work with
major operating systems on the market, Android and IOs, giving customers the possibility to create
Progressive Web Apps or APPs using React. In the first case, users enjoy the mobile experience of an
application, but without it being an application. These apps have the visual style of an APP, is
accessible to all users, adapts to any type of screen, is secure and always upgraded, is kept in the
device and can be shared through the URL. As we see, the work of Multiplicalia is carried out in the
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digital field betting on facilitating the access of companies to e-commerce. Obviously, this work of
Multiplicalia has not gone unnoticed and in 2017 it was the winner of Seville ABC Web Awards for
Best Company category due to WEB projects carried out, also classifying as a finalist for Best Mobile
Devices Application category with Starship Odyssey game. In the same year, this time in Madrid,
during the eAwards Nominations, Multiplicalia got among the three finalists at Best Online Store
Creation and Design Agency category.
2. Description of the training programme and objectives
The training program is divided into 3 stages in accordance to the length of the trainee´s stay in the
host company
1st Stage
- Getting to know the company tutor and the team
- Getting familiar with the company structure, premises, rules, health and safety procedures
- Getting familiar with the company affairs and projects
- Getting familiar with the extent of the company´s business activity: local, regional, national or
international
- Providing a brief overview of the tasks and projects the trainee will get involved in
- Getting familiar with the work stand
- Getting to know the programs and applications used by the company
- Getting to know the system of working, timetables and work culture
- Starting to perform job related tasks gradually
After the internship
- Completing training diaries regularly, in particular, taking notes of the tasks delivered and the
progress made
- Taking part in Spanish language activities with the aim of breaking the language barrier and
improving communication as well as expanding the sector related vocabulary
- Taking part in dissemination activities, the aim of which is to promote the internship on a local,
regional and national level (preparation of Power Point presentations, Facebook fan page, or a
short movie depending on preferences)
- Cultural activities involving getting to know Spanish customs, culture and language
2nd Stage
-The trainee will gradually be introduced to more demanding and more complex tasks that require
more responsibility. The trainee will be developing their professional skills further as well as
slowly taking up new tasks
- Performing job related tasks assigned to the trainee depending on a daily workload, customers´
needs, new projects and tasks coming in
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After the internship
- Completing training diaries regularly taking notes of the tasks delivered and the progress made
- Taking part in dissemination activities, the aim of which is to promote the internship on a local,
regional and national level (preparation of Power Point presentations, Facebook fan page, or a
short movie depending on preferences)
3rd Stage
-The trainee will be given more responsibilities and tasks depending on their development and
performance review. During the last week of his or her work placement, the trainee should be able
to carry out all the tasks envisaged for him or her in the program.
- Performing job related tasks assigned to the trainee depending on a daily workload, customers´
needs, new projects and tasks coming in
After the internship
- Completing training diaries regularly taking notes of the tasks delivered and the progress made
- Taking part in dissemination activities, the aim of which is to promote the internship on a local,
regional and national level (preparation of Power Point presentations, Facebook fan page, or a
short movie depending on preferences)
- Round up: sharing experiences, presentation of dissemination activities and handing out
certificates
2. Main responsibilities & tasks carried out during the training
- Knowing the main stages and phases in the elaboration of a marketing and publicity campaign
- Introducing the student to the company's business strategy and the creative concept
- Knowing the basic procedures to create an advertising chart using Photoshop
- Acquiring the basic skills for editing an advertising video spot
- Developing the required techniques required with regards to creativity and teamwork
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Angelika Dudek
Tutor’s final note
6 (Excellent)
1. Tutor’s final evaluation
Perfect!
2. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development
I like this the practice very much. I love the atmosphere, Alvaro and his plan to teach us about
buissness. I just do not like giving us informatics task, because I am enonomist however I learnt very
much from him.
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Oliwia Majchrzak
Tutor’s final note
6 (Excellent)
1. Tutor’s final evaluation
Perfect!
2. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development
I really like the internship. I was not able to do everything but after the hard work I have done almost
everything. Thanks to this I have bigger knowledge not only about economy.
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Małgorzata Bień
Tutor’s final note
6 (Excellent)
1. Tutor’s final evaluation
Perfect!
2. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development
I like the practices in Multiplicalia very much because the atmosphere is very nice and loose. I am
learning many new things. Mr. Alvaro is kind and always advises us.
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Klaudia Zelek
Tutor’s final note
6 (Excellent)
1. Tutor’s final evaluation
Perfect!
2. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development
I like the practices very much. Thanks to them I have more experience and knowledge, and I speak
English more fluently. Mr. Alvaro and the people in the company are very nice, so there is a friendly
atmosphere. However, I think that the tasks exceed my current skills (I am only in first grade).
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Dominik Wojcieszak
Tutor’s final note
6 (Excellent)
1. Tutor’s final evaluation
Perfect!
2. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development
After the first week, I am impressed. The company surprised me with professionalism, and Mr. Alvaro
with his approach to us. He is very kind and always helps us.
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Natalia Kapturkiewicz
Tutor’s final note
6 (Excellent)
1. Tutor’s final evaluation
Perfect!
2. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development
I’m so glad about practice. I like Mr Alvaro’s professional approach, he taught me a lot of new things
and inspired me when he talked about his story.
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Weronika Filipek
Tutor’s final note
6 (Excellent)
1. Tutor’s final evaluation
Perfect!
2. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development
Mr Alvaro said many interesting things, he explained everything with simple words, he was always
smiling and concerned when he talked to us, also other people in Multiplicalia were very helpful
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Paulina Cedzidło
Tutor’s final note
6 (Excellent)
1. Tutor’s final evaluation
Perfect!
2. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development
Mr. Alvaro said about raise his company. Mr. Alvaro talk very interesting and for me every day was
a surprised. I learn a lot about my future business and I think that if I had a change I am sure I will
come back to Seville to Multiplicalia.
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Laura Leśniak
Tutor’s final note
6 (Excellent)
1. Tutor’s final evaluation
Perfect!
2. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development
I really like a practices. I get to know how my future job can look like. Everything is very interesting
and Mr. Alvaro teachs me a lot.
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Marek Leśniak
Tutor’s final note
6 (Excellent)
1. Tutor’s final evaluation
Perfect!
2. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development
I am really happy from my practice. Atmosphere in company is great. Everyone is kind and helpful.
Our tutor Alvaro is great. He teachs me a lot and for sure knowledge from him will be very helpful in
the future.
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Klaudia Stosur
Tutor’s final note
6 (Excellent)
1. Tutor’s final evaluation
Perfect!
2. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development
I am glad from my practice because I am learning a lot from Mr. Alvaro. I get know how to make
company with less money. I recommend Multiplicalia for everyone who want to be resourceful and
who want to broad knowledge.
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Gabriela Zamora
Tutor’s final note
6 (Excellent)
1. Tutor’s final evaluation
Perfect!
2. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development
I am positively surprised by the practices I am attending. Our tutor showed us all how to set up your
own company and gave practical tips. Thanks to this we have knowledge that will help us make a
better start in the future.
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Łucja Szkarłat
Tutor’s final note
6 (Excellent)
1. Tutor’s final evaluation
Perfect!
2. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development
I really like practices in Muliplicalia. Mr. Alvaro is sympathetic and answers all our questions. I really
like the opportunity to work as a team because everyone can give their idea. I like the opportunity to
create my own business that we would like to implement in the future.
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Marcelina Kaczmarczyk
Tutor’s final note
6 (Excellent)
1. Tutor’s final evaluation
Perfect!
2. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development
I absolutely liked practices in Multiplicalia. Thanks for it I learned how to create my own business, it
was not easy but thanks for many tips of Mr. Alvaro we easily managed. Mr. Alvaro is very nice, he is
trying to answer every question, he is very helpful and involved in our projects. If it were possible, I
would happily repeat my practice in Multiplicatia.
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Kamila Reinfus
Tutor’s final note
6 (Excellent)
1. Tutor’s final evaluation
Perfect!
2. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development
Mr. Alvaro said a lot of interesting things related to advertising, he explained everything to us, he is
always smiling and he treated us seriously.
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Kamil Majka
Tutor’s final note
6 (Excellent)
1. Tutor’s final evaluation
Perfect!
2. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development
After first week of practice in Multiplicalia I am very positively surprised. Mr. Alvaro is very nice
person and with great professionalism, he explains to us how to perform the tasks which he ordered.
I feel satisfaction from every day that I spend there and I hope that I will get as much knowledge out
of them as possible.
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT
1. Mobility Project Preparation & Induction
Before the arrival of your trainees in Spain, euroMind provided them with the pre-arrival guide,
including useful information, local transport & social life, emergency numbers.
euroMind has also arranged Skype meeting with the participants in order to get to know them and
to interview them.
After the Skype interview, euroMind created a Facebook group to which all the selected participants
were invited, together with their Teachers. This way euroMind Coordinator had constant contact
with the target group already before their arrival in Spain.
euroMind took responsibility for preparing Learning Agreements individually for each participant
and made sure that all the parties involved signed all the necessary documents.
On the first day after the arrival, euroMind organized the welcome session during which the
participants got to know the euroMind team, were reminded about the programme agenda,
accommodation rules and dissemination strategy options.
Later on, the participants were taken for a walk around the neighborhood to get to know the area
and find out where banks, mail box, workplace, supermarkets, bus station are.

2. Monitoring & Monitoring
In order to make sure that the objectives of the Learning Agreement were going to be achieved and
that the participants would be fully integrated in the companies’ work culture, the monitoring was
delivered by all of the parties involved in the project.
euroMind assigned a Mentor for the group of participant who was responsible for the introduction
of the participants to the host organisation. During the training the Mentor delivered monitoring
visits to the host organisation in order to revise the tasks of the trainees, their progress as well learn
from the first hand the level of satisfaction of both the participants and the training centre Tutor.
The Mentor in cooperation with the Tutor carried out the evaluations of the trainees in the middle
and at the end of the training.
After obtaining the results of the half-way through evaluation, the Mentor met the participants to
give them the results of this evaluation. The least favourable results were discussed with the
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participants in private so that both the Mentor and the trainees had the comfort of sharing the
information and exchanging the opinions and finding solutions to some problematic issues.
The Tutor from the host organisation was responsible for helping, informing and guiding and
supervising the work done by the participants. The tutor had regular meetings with the participants
in order to assess their progress during the training.
euroMind at the end of the programme during the goodbye session handed out evaluation sheets to
the participants so that they could assess their stay in Spain, training programme, as well as the work
of the euroMind.
euroMind was also available to the participants 24/7 in case of emergency.
3. Communication
EuroMind takes good care of successful communication between host organizations and trainees.
Each evaluation of work is aimed at improving the quality of cooperation. Each party is thoroughly
checked and assessed and the necessary improvements are introduced. Moreover, euroMind
mediates in this tutor-trainee collaboration by translating and solving language-connected
complicated matters.
4. Dissemination strategy
euroMind took active part in the process of preparing and dissemination results of the project
together with the sending organisation and participants.
While the trainees were in Spain, euroMind involved them in a number of activities the aim of which
was to make students monitor and collect all the information related to the progress of their work
placements and stay in Spain. The materials produced by the participant would be then used as tools
for disseminating results by the school in their country and by the partner in Spain.
The participants could work in groups or individually. On the first day they needed to decide on the
form or forms of recording their professional experiences.
As a rule the whole group needed to create a Facebook fun page as it is an effective and quick means
of accessing large numbers of people. What is more, it is a form that appeals to young people as they
can share their experiences instantly and receive instant feedback, too. The fan page is always linked
to the euroMind’s Facebook fan page. The sending organisation was also asked to do the same thing.
This way the material produced by the trainees reached bigger audiences and was more effectively
disseminated.
euroMind also disseminates the project at a local level. It organises language and cultural exchanges
between the international trainees and students from local vocational colleges. During those
meetings both Spanish and International students are involved in a number of activities the aim of
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which is to get to know each other, share experiences related to work experiences and in general
their stay in Spain. The students also exchange information about their countries and cultures.

5. Certification
To validate the acquired skills, the trainees, at the end of their stay, received complete proof of their
participation in the project by means of several methods of recognition:
 Training Certificate
 Europass Mobility Certificate
 ECVET
 Spanish Course Certificate
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CULTURAL & LINGUISTIC PREPARATION
1. Spanish course: teaching method & participants´ outcomes

The group was given very intensive Spanish lessons with our Spanish Teacher. euroMind’s
teaching methods were very effective as they made learning fun through playing games and
creating an enjoyable atmosphere in the class. The Spanish classes can be described by 2
words: dynamic and practical! We used an interactive method of teaching based on learning
by practicing. This means that grammar was covered as much as possible by using practical
situations. Therefore, speaking and actively using the language is crucial and central in all our
activities delivered. After intensive and hard learning the students had a written an exam. All
of the participants passed with very good results!

2. Study Visit
Study Visit – Multiplicalia: Multiplicalia deals with the design and management of online stores. The
company strives to make the online shopping experience as easy as possible for the customer. They
do this by using the latest user-friendly technology to display all the shop offers in an easy-to-read
layout. They also manage the business’ social networks which are the main channel of
communication with potential customers, through this they can entice the customer with other
adverts and offers. During the visit the student learns how the company deals with other
businesses and how it aids their sales and productivity. They discover the different methods of
creating user-friendly web pages with the latest technologies.
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3. Cultural activities, Andalusian cities & places visited during the programme
Seville Tour: Seville is the artistic, cultural, and financial capital of Andalusia region in the southern
Spain. The city is a historical masterpiece full of monuments, gardens and flamenco festivals. The city
reflects the harmony between different Christian, Jewish and Muslim cultures and religions.
As Seville is the capital and the largest city of the autonomous community of Andalusia, it is easy to
get lost here, however thanks to the tour organised by euroMind´s team, the trainees can admire the
city safely and in a pleasant atmosphere. The euroMind coordinator helps our trainees understand
the city from a historical and artistic point of view, but also gives them some shopping and eating
tips. The group is showed the most attractive places where they can go and grab something to eat,
drink, have fun or just relax and hang out.

Gibraltar: Gibraltar is full of surprises: from the lively population of Barbary macaques (monkeys)
to its sub-tropical climate, this little British enclave on the Mediterranean is awash with wonders.
The Rock, as Gibraltar is known, is a monolithic peninsula riddled with curious caves and tunnels.
Our trainees had this unique opportunity to explore it during the one-day trip. It was an amazing
experience for them to enjoy a little bit of Britain in the very south of Europe and obviously, climb
up to the top of the Rock to admire spectacular views and play with famous macaques.
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SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT
euroMind team did their best in order to deliver the best professional and cultural experience to
the trainees of the project being always ready to help, give advice and solve any problems or
doubts.
The trainees were fully satisfied with their training. They gained much needed professional
experience abroad which is highly appreciated and sometimes even specifically asked by today’s
employers.
We have no doubt that our trainees will use their new knowledge and experience at their current
work in their home country or increase their chances at the labour market and dazzle their future
potential employers.
Moreover, the trainees learnt the basics of the Spanish language were able to work in a multi-cultural
environment and proved themselves with the ability to work individually as well as in a team.
euroMind team was extremely satisfied with the trainees’ involvement in the project and personal
interest in whatever they participated in.
This project was very successful and we hope to realize other successful projects with Zespół Szkół
Ogólnokształcących i Zawodowych im. ks.prof. Józefa Tischnera w Limanowej sp. z o.o. in the future.

SEVILLA, 15-03-2019

Carlos Hoyo de la Torre
Director
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